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Weegee, Line-Up for Night Court, ca. 1941. © Weegee/International Center of Photography.

Due to popular demand, the International Center of Photography (1133 Avenue of the Americas at 43rd
Street) has extended Weegee: Murder Is My Business through September 2, 2012. The exhibition will now
include additional images, and facsimile editions of Naked City (1945) and Weegee’s People (1946) will be
available in the ICP Store. ICP will also host special Weegee events and programming.
NEW SPECIAL EVENTS AND ACTIVITIES
MAY
Discovering Weegee Twitter Contest
Every Monday in May, running from May 21 to August 27
Users can follow @ICPMuseum to receive hints on how to win two tickets to the exhibition. Every Monday a
new question will post about Weegee or his work. Followers can find the correct answer on icp.org and will
need to mention @ICPmuseum and #DiscoverWeegee in their responses to be eligible to win tickets.
Thursday Night Tour & Films
6 pm on May 24 and 31
Each week ICP will present a Weegee film or related “film noir” movie. The evening begins with a guided tour
of the exhibition.
JUNE/JULY
Thursday Night Tour & Films
6 pm on June 7, 14, 21, 28, July 5, 12, 19, 26
Each week ICP will present a Weegee film or related “film noir” movie. The evening begins with a guided tour
of the exhibition.
(more)
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JUNE/JULY (continued)
Weegee’s Birthday Celebration
June 12
ICP will celebrate Weegee’s 113th birthday by offering additional museum tours throughout the day. Visitors
who dress like Weegee—dusting off their fedoras or creating their very own “official” press badges—will
receive free admission to the museum all day.
Sunday Mornings with Weegee: Breakfast and Guided Walking Tour
9 to 11 am on June 17, July 8, and July 22
$30 – General Admission; $25 – ICP Members
Join ICP on select Sundays for bagels, schmeer, and coffee, a behind-the-scenes tour of the Weegee:
Murder Is My Business exhibition, and a guided walking tour of Weegee haunts in the Times Square area.
The tour begins at the ICP museum.
http://icp.ticketleap.com/sunday-mornings-with-weegee-breakfast-and-guided-walking-tour/
AUGUST
Thursday Night Tour & Films
6 pm on August 2, 9, 16, 23, 30
Each week ICP will present a Weegee film or related “film noir” movie. The evening begins with a guided tour
of the exhibition.
ABOUT THE EXHIBITION
Gangland murders, gruesome car crashes, and perilous tenement fires were, for the photographer Weegee
(1899—1968), the staples of his flashlit black-and-white work as a freelance photojournalist in the mid1930s. Such graphically dramatic and sometimes sensationalistic photographs of New York crimes and
news events set the standard for what has since become known as tabloid journalism. In fact, for one intense
decade, between 1935 and 1946, Weegee was perhaps the most relentlessly inventive figure in American
photography. Organized by ICP Chief Curator Brian Wallis, this exhibition presents some rare examples
of Weegee’s most famous and iconic images, and considers his early work in the context of its original
presentation in historical newspapers and exhibitions, as well as Weegee’s own books and films.
Taking its title from Weegee’s self-curated exhibition at the Photo League in 1941, Murder Is My Business
looks at the urban violence and mayhem that was the focus of his early work. As a freelance photographer at
a time when New York City had at least eight daily newspapers and when wire services were just beginning
to handle photos, Weegee was challenged to capture unique images of newsworthy events and distribute
them quickly. He worked almost exclusively at night, setting out from his small apartment across from police
headquarters when news of a new crime came chattering across his police-band radio receiver. Often arriving
before the police themselves, Weegee carefully cased each scene to discover the best angle. Murders, he
claimed, were the easiest to photograph because the subjects never moved or got temperamental.
Weegee’s rising career as a news photographer in the 1930s coincided with the heyday of Murder Inc.,
the Jewish gang from Brownsville who served as paid hitmen for The Syndicate, a confederation of mostly
Italian crime bosses in New York. As a wave of governmental and legal crackdowns swept the city between
1935 and 1941, the rate of organized murders of small-time wiseguys and potential stool pigeons increased
dramatically. Weegee often worked closely with the police but also befriended high-profile criminals like
Bugsy Siegel, Lucky Luciano, and Legs Diamond. Weegee called himself the “staff photographer for Murder
Inc.” and claimed to have covered 5,000 murders, a count that is perhaps only slightly exaggerated. In
asserting the true nature of his business, Weegee proudly displayed his check stub from LIFE magazine that
paid him $35 for two murders, slightly more, he said, for the one that used more bullets.
(more)
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Selling his photographs to a variety of New York newspapers in the 1930s, and later working as a stringer for
the short-lived daily newspaper PM (1940—48), Weegee established a highly subjective approach to both
photographs and texts that was distinctly different from that promoted in most dailies and picture magazines.
Utilizing other distribution venues, Weegee also wrote extensively (including his autobiographical Naked
City, published in 1946) and organized his own exhibitions at the Photo League, the influential photographic
organization that promoted politically committed pictures, particularly of the working classes. In 1941, Weegee
installed two back-to-back exhibitions in the League’s headquarters. This visibility helped promote Weegee’s
growing reputation as a news photographer, and he began stamping his prints “Weegee the Famous.” The
general acceptance of his punchy photographic style, which did not shy away from lower-class subjects and
humanistic narratives, led to the acquisition of his work by the Museum of Modern Art and inclusion in two
group shows there, in 1943 and 1945.
“Weegee has often been dismissed as an aberration or as a naive photographer, but he was in fact one of
the most original and enterprising photojournalists of the 1930s and ‘40s. His best photographs combine
wit, daring, and surprisingly original points of view, particularly when considered in light of contemporaneous
press photos and documentary photography. He favored unabashedly low-culture or tabloid subjects and
approaches, but his Depression-era New York photographs need to be considered seriously alongside other
key documentarians of the thirties, such as Dorothea Lange, Robert Capa, Walker Evans, and Berenice
Abbott,” said Wallis.
The exhibition features over 100 original photographs, drawn primarily from the comprehensive Weegee
Archive of over 20,000 prints at ICP, as well as period newspapers, magazines, and films. It also includes
partial reconstructions of Weegee’s studio and his Photo League exhibition. The four galleries each feature
a touch-screen monitor allowing visitors to explore further details regarding the images and artifacts in that
room.
The Weegee Archive was bequeathed to ICP in 1993 by Wilma Wilcox, Weegee’s long-term partner. The touch
screen content was produced by Documentary Arts in association with Octothorp Studio. This exhibition was
made possible with support from the ICP Exhibitions Committee, The David Berg Foundation, an Anonymous
donor, and with public funds from the New York City Department of Cultural Affairs in partnership with the
City Council.

About ICP
The International Center of Photography (ICP) was founded in 1974 by Cornell Capa (1918-2008) as an
institution dedicated to photography that occupies a vital and central place in contemporary culture as it
reflects and influences social change. Through our museum, school and community programs, we embrace
photography’s ability to open new opportunities for personal and aesthetic expression, transform popular
culture, and continually evolve to incorporate new technologies. ICP has presented more than 500 exhibitions,
bringing the work of more than 3,000 photographers and other artists to the public in one-person and group
exhibitions and provided thousands of classes and workshops that have enriched tens of thousands of
students. Visit www.icp.org for more information.
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